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On the ideal class groups of real abelian 
number fields* 
By FRANcIsco THAINE 
Introduction 
In this paper we show a relation between the ideal class groups and the 
groups of units of real abelian number fields. It is obtained by means of an 
extension of the method of Kummer that leads to Stickelberger's theorem but, 
unlike this theorem, the results are more naturally stated for real fields. 
Let K # Q be a real abelian number field, D'm a primitive m-th root of unity 
where m is the least positive integer such that K C Q(Gm). Let E be the group 
of units of the ring of integers of K, A the ideal class group of K and A the 
Galois group of K/Q. For j ? 1 we define the following sets of rational 
functions in the indeterminate X: 
{ ~ ~~~ jm-1ak 
C,(x) A f(X) = ? I H (Xi - Dk)aik i=1 k=1 
aikE Z, f(X) E K(X) and f(l) E E}. 
Let C = U7L 1C)(1). Since E is a noetherian Z-module, there exists 1 ? 1 
such that C = Cl(l). It is a subgroup of finite index of E that we call the group 
of circular units. This set certainly contains the set of circular units defined by 
Sinnot in [11], but I do not know whether or not it is substantially larger. 
Let W = E/C and, for p prime, let (A)p and (W)p be the p-Sylow 
subgroups of A and W. Our principal aim is to obtain annihilators (in Z[A]) of 
(A)p from annihilators of (W)p. The main result proved in the article (Theorem 
3) is that if p + [K: Q] and if O E Z[A] annihilates (W)p, then 20 annihilates 
(A)p. It is due, in this complete form, to Washington and Rubin (see below). 
In the first section we work in an extension L = K(gq) where ;q is a q-th 
primitive root of unity and q is an odd rational prime, greater than 1, that splits 
completely in K. 
*This research was partially done at Queen's University and at the University of Maryland at 
College Park where the author held a fellowship of the Brazilian CNPq. 
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2 FRANCISCO THAINE 
Let s be a primitive root modulo q and X the generator of the Galois group 
of L/K such that (;q) = Dq. Given f(X) E Cl(X), the norm NL/K(fM(q)) is 
equal to 1 (Proposition 1) so that, by Hilbert's Theorem 90, there exist non-zero 
elements a of L such that r(a) = f(q) a. 
We study the prime ideal factorization of the principal ideal (a) generated 
by one of such elements. It results that 
(i) (a) = D Hl 1-'(B))r 
where D is the lift of an ideal of K, B is a prime ideal of L above q and where 
we denote by a both the element of A and its extension to L that fixes Dq. 
We also show that 
(ii) Sr -- aa(f(l))mod Q, for all a e A , 
where Q = B rl K (Proposition 2). This determines the exponents r, modulo 
q - 1. 
It has been pointed out by Washington that the principal ideas of this 
section were already developed by Kummer in [5], and that in fact it seems to be 
the first ime in which Hilbert's Theorem 90 (which is due to Kummer) appears 
and is applied. 
In the second section we relate the factorization of the elements a men- 
tioned above with the structure of the units of K. To induce an order in K we fix 
an embedding of K into R and define IxI = sup{x, - x} if x E K. 
Let 8 E C\ {? 1}, 8 = f(l) with f(X) E Cl(X). For each prime ideal Q 
of K above an odd rational prime q > 1 splitting completely in K, let s = SQ be 
a primitive root modulo q and ra = ra,(Q) as in (ii). Given an ideal class 'e A 
and a positive integer b, we define P(W, b) as the set of all prime ideals Q E X, 
above odd rational primes q > 1 splitting completely in K and such that q = 
1 mod b. If P(', b) is non-empty and a E A let g be the greatest common 
divisor of b and of all the r,(Q) such that Q E P(W, b). Given ? E E, ? * + 1 
we define 4(e) as the greatest integer k such that ? = p k for some p Ee K. 
Denote by (a, b) the greatest common divisor of the integers a and b. We prove 
(Theorem 1) that when P(W, b) is non-empty, g = (4(8), b) if b is odd, 
g = (4(S), b) or g = 2(0(8), b) if b is even and a(S) > 0, and g divides 
(4/(2, b/g))(4(jSj), b) and is divided by (4(8), b) in any case. 
The result above is based on a local-global theorem (Proposition 4(d)) which 
proof depends on the Tchebotarev Density Theorem. The help given and the 
beautiful theorems of class field theory shown to me by Lawrence Washington 
and Rene Schoof were essential to get this theorem. The strategy of the proof 
was suggested by Washington and the principal point was solved by Schoof. 
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The condition P(W, b) non-empty, in the statement of Theorem 1, is 
satisfied, for example, if the order of W is prime to [K: Q] (Proposition 4(b), due 
to Washington) or if K c Q(;p,) and b = pf with p prime and r, n positive 
integers (Proposition 4(c)). 
In the third section we use the results mentioned above to obtain annihila- 
tors (in Z[A]) of ideal classes of K. 
Let We A, b a positive integer and suppose that P(W, b) is non-empty. 
Let Q E P(W, b); from (i) we get 
(iii) (NL/K(a)) = _qb H1 a-l(Q)r- 
for some ideal M of K. If M b is principal, then the element L, Ara(Q)a' E 
Z[A] annihilates the class W. 
Suppose that Mb is principal for each Q E P(W, b); then we get a family of 
annihilators 
(iv) E ra(Q)a', Q E P(W, b), 
of W, which are related to the unit 8 by Theorem 1. This apparently complicated 
relation between annihilators of ideal classes and units becomes simpler when we 
consider classes of prime power order (as we can do without loss of generality) 
and when we choose adequate units 8 E C to start with. 
If p is a prime and pn is an exponent of (A)P, if WEE (A)p and Q E 
P(f6', pfl) then, for (S and r,(Q) as above, we have in (iii) that . is principal 
with b = pn (Proposition 5). So, whenever p(W, pn) is non-empty, we have a 
non-empty family (iv) of annihilators of W. This condition is satisfied, for 
example, if p + [K: Q], or if K _ Q(;p,) for some positive integer r (by 
Proposition 4, (b) and (c)). 
Suppose that we are in the situation above. For a convenient choice of the 
unit 8 E C we can get from (iv) an annihilator, of classes W E (A)p, with a 
simpler expression. In fact, by using Theorem 1, we prove that if c', a Ec A, are 
integers, non-divisible by p, such that 
(V *a(S) 8- omod Ep 
then 2(P(1 8 I), pfn)a E) - Aca'- annihilates all the ideal classes W of (A)p such that 
p(W, pn) is non-empty (Proposition 6). 
The above result shows the importance of searching for circular units 8 
satisfying (v) and such that 0(181, pn) is minimal. When p + [K: Q] and the c, 
come from non-trivial p-adic valued Dirichlet characters X: A -l Zp, the 
situation is particularly good. Let pk be an exponent of (W)p, ex E Z[A] the 
idempotent corresponding to X, and pa the exact exponent of ex(W)P. We show 
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4 FRANCISCO THAINE 
(Proposition 7) that there exists 8 E C such that pa+l + 4(8) and such that 
<((S) _SX(g)mod EPk, for all a E A 
The original version of this proposition was improved and the proof simplified by 
Washington. 
From the results cited above (Propositions 4, 6 and 7) we obtain the 
following (Theorem 2): If p + [K: Q] and if X, ex and pa are as in the preceding 
paragraph, then pa annihilates ex(A)P. As a corollary we show that when K is a 
real subfield of Q(gp), every annihilator of (W)p also annihilates (A)p. When 
K = Q(gp + gp- ) this result can also be deduced from a theorem of Mazur and 
Wiles (reference [9]; see also [12], page 146). 
After reading the first version of this paper, Professor Karl Rubin observed 
that we can also consider higher dimensional characters of A (with values in ZP) 
to obtain annihilators of (A)p. That idea greatly strengthens the method. It 
allowed Washington and Rubin to obtain the beautiful result mentioned at the 
beginning: If p + [K: Q] and if 0 E Z[A] annihilates (W)p, then 20 annihilates 
(A)p. By a suggestion of the referees (for which I am very grateful) I include in 
the paper the proof of this theorem. It is done in the fourth section. Rubin also 
obtained recently a wide generalization of this method ([10]). 
As can be seen in this introduction and in the course of the article, my debt 
to Lawrence Washington is enormous; his help and his lectures at the University 
of Maryland were indispensable to the conclusion of the first version of this 
paper. After that, the suggestions and the permission he gave me to use his 
notes, were of great help in improving both the substance and the presentation. 
I am also very grateful to Professor Rene Schoof for his proof of the crucial 
point of the second section. 
1. Factorization of certain principal ideals 
We denote by OF the ring of integers of a number field F and by (a, b) the 
greatest common divisor of the integers a and b. Let K = Q be a real abelian 
number field and Am a primitive m-th root of unity, where m is the least positive 
integer such that K C Q(gm). Let E be the group of units of O9K and A the 
Galois group of K/Q. For j 2 1 we define 
j m-1 
C,(X) = <f(X) = ? H H (Xi - gk)ai aik E Z, f(X) E K(X) 
t ~~i=1 k=1 
and f(l) E E 
where X is an indeterminate. 
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Let C = U' 1C,(1). This is a subgroup of finite index of E that we call the 
group of circular units of K. Let 1 ? 1 be fixed such that C = Cl(l) (note that 
the ascending chain Cl(1) c C2(1) C ... must be stationary). 
In this section q is an odd rational prime greater than 1, that splits 
completely in K, dq is a primitive q-th root of unity, L = K(~q) and NL/K is the 
norm from L to K. The following fact is fundamental for this article. 
PROPOSITION 1. If f(X) E Cl(X) then NL/K(Xf(gq)) = 1. 
Proof. We have that f(gq) E L; hence NL/K( f(Xq)) is a well-defined ele- 
ment of K. If f(X) = + 1H= im-1(xj - 'kr)ak with a k E Z, then 
1 m-1 
NL/K( f(q)) = H H NQ(D.q)/Q(t )(?; -k)ak 
Im-1 1 kg ajk 
rl F1 m k (l) % 
j=1 k=1 -km 
where aq: Em m is the Frobenius map for q in the Galois group of Q(Jm)/Q' 
Since q splits completely in K, 00 is the identity map of K; hence NL/K(Xf(q)) 
- f(1)%q-' = 1, as we wanted to prove. 
Let s be a primitive root modulo q and let X be the K-automorphism of L 
such that T(gq) = . The Galois group of L/K is cyclic, generated by T. From 
Hilbert's Theorem 90 and from Proposition 1, we conclude that if f(X) E Cl(X), 
then there exists a E L x such that 
(1) T(a) = Af( a. 
We are interested in the prime ideal factorization of the principal ideal (a). 
Let Q be a prime ideal of K above q and B the only prime ideal of L 
above Q. Since K n Q(gq) = Q, every a E A can be extended, in a unique way, 
to a Q(;q)-automorphism of L; we denote this extension also by a and call A' the 
set of all such extensions of elements of A. 
We have the following prime ideal decompositions: 
qaOK H (Q), 






Let a E LX satisfying (1) and let (a) = a(9LL Since f(Xq) is a unit we have 
that r(a) = (a), but the primes above q are the only primes that ramify in the 
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6 FRANCISCO THAINE 
extension L/K; hence we can conclude from this equality that 
(2) (a) = D aH -'(B) ro, 
,urA' 
where D is the lift of a (fractional) ideal of K relatively prime to q and r, E Z 
(we shall see soon the advantage of writing a-'(B)r- instead of a(B)r- in (2)). 
We are going to determine the exponents ra, in (2), modulo q - 1. The 
following known fact will be used for that purpose. 
LEMMA. Let L be a number field, P a prime ideal of 0L and v the 
valuation corresponding to P. If y E L is such that v(y) = 0, then there exist 
X,tc e 0L'I non-divisible by P, such that y = x/1t. 
Let a E A' and a, r0 be as above; let y = a/(lq - )r-. By the above 
lemma, there exist X, JL E -LM nondivisible by a -(B), such that y = X/p; 
clearly T(X) X and r(,it) pmoda-l(B). Hence r(y) y # Omoda-'(B). 
On the other hand, we can conclude from (1) that (q - 1/q - l)r?T(Y)= 
f(q) y. Therefore 
(D 1 T(Y) = f(jq)y f(l)ymoda l(B). 
This implies that s'- f(1)mod a-l(B); hence s' a(f(l))mod B and also 
modQ, since f(l) E K. 
We restate these results in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. If f(X) E Cl(X), there exists a E LX such that Tr(a) = 
f(gq)a. For any such element a, 
(a) = DFH al -l(B',r 
where D is the lift of an ideal of K and the rO, a E A, are integers uch that 
(3) sr. = a(f(l))mod Q. 
Taking norms we conclude that 
(4) (NL/K(a)) = Dq- 1 I1 r'-1(Q)'r', 
for some ideal D of K. 
2. Ideal classes and units. A local-global theorem 
We preserve the notation of the first section but, since we are going to 
consider a family of prime ideals Q of K above rational primes q, we shall 
introduce subindices when necessary. So, for example, s = so will be a primitive 
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root modulo q. To induce an order in K, we fix an embedding of K into R. If 
x E K define IxI = sup{x, - x}. 
For each unit ? = + 1 of OK we define the number 0(e) as the greatest 
integer k such that ? = 1k for some p E K. We have 4(a(e)) = 0(e) for all 
a e A. 
Given an ideal class W of K and a positive integer b, we define P(W, b) as 
the set of all prime ideals Q E W above odd rational primes q > 1, splitting 
completely in K and such that q 1 mod b. 
Let 8 = f(l) e C with f(X) e Cl(X), W an ideal class and b a positive 
integer be fixed. From (3) and (4) we conclude that for all Q E P(W, b) there 
exists a non-zero ideal R*Q of K such that Mbj u - (Qy0(Q) is a principal 
ideal, where the integers r.,(Q) satisfy 
(5) s,(Q) = (8 )modQ. 
Suppose that the following agreeable situation occurs: P(W, b) is nonempty 
and Mb is a principal ideal for all Q E P(', b). Then we get a family of 
annihilators of the ideal class W, namely this formed with the elements 
EaEGra(Q)u-' E Z[A] such that Q E P(W', b). These elements are in turn 
related to the circular unit 8 by (5). We will work with such situations in the 
third section. In this section we are going to investigate closely the relation 
between the integers ra(Q) and the unit 8. 
Suppose that P(W, b) is nonempty. Let a e A be fixed. We define the 
number g = g(8, X, b, a) as the greatest common divisor of b and of all the 
ra(Q) such that Q E P(<W, b). Observe that when Q E P(W', b), the number 
(r,(Q), b) is completely determined by (5) and does not depend on the choice 
of SQ. 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of (5) and of the 
definition of g. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 8, W', b, a be as above. Suppose that P(<W, b) is non- 
empty and let g = g(8, W, b, a); then for all Q e P(<W, b) there exists P. G Z 
such that a(8) -,BQ modQ. 
Our principal aim in this section is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let 8 e C \ ( ? 1), W an ideal class of K, b a positive integer 
and a e A. Suppose that P(W', b) is nonempty and let g = g(8, W', b, a); then: 
(i) If b is odd, then g = (4(8), b). 
(ii) If b is even and a(8) > 0, then g = (4(8), b) or g = 2(4(8), b). 
(iii) If b is even and a(8) < 0 (and even in cases i and ii), then g divides 
(4/(2, b/g))(0(181), b) and is divisible by (4(8), b). 
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The deep part of this theorem is the fact that g divides 4(8) or 24(8) or 
(2/(2, b/g))4(82) = (4/(2, b/g))4(1I1) in cases (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. 
This is a consequence of Proposition 3, but to show this we need a local-global 
theorem (Proposition 4(d)) whose proof requires more powerful methods includ- 
ing the Tchebotarev density theorem. Most of the ideas involved in that proof 
were suggested to me by Lawrence Washington. The crucial point was solved by 
Rene Schoof who obtained the following eneral result: 
THEOREM. Let K be a number field, L/K a finite extension. Let f be a 
divisor of K, and suppose there exists a generalized ideal class W c .f/90Af such 
that whenever a prime P of K is in se then P splits completely in L/K. Then 
L/K is an abelian extension. (We may restrict our attention to P of absolute 
degree 1 and also allow finitely many exceptional P). 
We do not give here the proof of this theorem because we really need a less 
general but stronger result. Slight modifications of Schoof's arguments are 
included in the proof of the following proposition. Part (b) is due to Washington. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K be a real number field, W an ideal class of K, b a 
positive integer and P(W', b) the set of prime ideals offirst degree belonging to W 
and dividing odd rational primes q 1 mod b. Fix an embedding of K into R. 
a) If P(W, b) is nonempty then it is an infinite set. 
b) If K is abelian and the order of W is prime to [K: Q] then P(<W, b) is 
nonempty. 
c) If K c Q(!pr) and b = pn with p prime and r, n positive integers, then 
P(W, b) is nonempty. 
d) Let y be a positive element of (9k and c > 0 a divisor of b. Suppose that 
P(W, b) is nonempty and that for all, except possibly a finite set, prime ideals 
Q e P(W', b) there exists f,3 E (9K such that y -38mod Q. Then y = f'B if c is 
odd and y = 13c/2 if c is even, for some /3 E(9K 
Observation. We can get y = f3c also when c is even in many situations, 
but it is a delicate matter (in relation to this see [1, Th. 1 of Chap. 9 and Th. 1 of 
Chap. 10]). 
Proof (If n is a positive integer we denote by in a primitive n-th root of 
unity.) Let H be the Hilbert class field of K. The ideal class group of K is 
isomorphic to Gal(H/K) via the Artin map. Let q e Gal(H/K) corresponding 
to W. We affirm that P(W', b) is nonempty if and only if the restriction of p to 
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K(Db) n H is the identity map. In fact, suppose that P(W, b) is nonempty and 
let Q E P(W, b); then q9 = FQ the Frobenius map for Q (with respect to H/K). 
Since Q splits completely in K(tb) we have that the restriction of p to 
K(Db) n H is the identity map. Conversely, let J = K(tb) n H and suppose that 
qIj= id, then we can extend p to an automorphism p' of H(tb) such that 
9'(Gb = tb. By the Tchebotarev density theorem there exist infinitely many 
prime ideals P of H('b), unramified over Q, not dividing 2, such that the 
Frobenius map Fp for H(0b)/K(tb) is p' and such that the prime P' of K(tb) 
below P is of absolute degree 1. For each such P, FpIH = 9 is the Frobenius 
map for Q = P n (9K; hence Q E W and since P' is of absolute degree 1 and 
unramified over Q, we must have both that the same is true for Q and that the 
rational prime q below Q is congruent o 1 modulo b. Therefore Q e P(W, b). 
So we have not only that P(W, b) is nonempty but that it contains infinite 
primes. This proves (a). 
Now suppose that K is real abelian; then J = K(2b) n H is abelian over Q 
and unramified over K. If a prime p divided [I: K] but did not divide [K: Q], 
then there would be an unramified extension of Q of degree p, which is 
impossible. Therefore if the order of W is relatively prime to [K: Q] it is also 
relatively prime to [I: Q]. Since the order of p is the order of W we must have 
that PIj = id; thus P(W, b) is nonempty. This proves (b). 
To prove (c) observe that, when the hypotheses are verified, K(tb) C 
Q(Gpr+n); hence I = K(tb) n H is totally ramified and unramified over K; 
therefore J = K, Ij = id, and the result follows. 
Part (d) is more difficult to prove. Let v = c/7 be the positive c-th root of y 
and let L be the Galois closure of K(V) over K. Let p(X) be the irreducible 
polynomial of v over K; then p(X)IXc - y and L is the splitting field of p(X) 
over K. Hence L = K(P, De) for some etc. 
We are going to prove that L C H(tb). Part (d) follows from this fact 
because then we shall have that L/K and K(v)/K are abelian (since H(Ob)/K 
is abelian). Hence L = K(v), ie e K(v) C R, ie = +1X which implies that 
p(X) = X - v if c is odd and p(X) = X - v or p(X) = x2 _ v2 if c is even. 
In the first case (c odd) take / = v; in the other case take / = v2. 
In order to prove that L C H(2b) observe first hat every Q e P(W, b) not 
dividing y and not belonging to the finite set of exceptions splits completely in 
K(v), because the polynomial p(X), reduced modulo Q, splits completely over 
the field (K/Q (in fact: p(X)IXC - y, Xc - yxc - 83modQ and (9K/Q 
contains the c-th roots of unity since cIb and bIq - 1 = I@(K/Q)XI) and 
because Q does not divide the discriminant ofv over K (reference [7]). 
Hence, every Q e P(W, b), not dividing y and non-exceptional, splits 
completely in the Galois closure L. 
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Let M = LH(2b) (see diagram) and, as before, let p E Gal(H/K) corre- 
spond to W. By hypothesis, P(W, b) is nonempty; hence the restriction of p to 
K(Db) rl H is the identity map. So we can extend p to an automorphism g of M 
such that 9(b) = 
M = LH(Mb) 
L( b) H( ) 
L K( 'b) / 
K(v) K(_ H 
K 
Let G = Gal(M/H('b)) and let f c GG. By the Tchebotarev density 
theorem there exist infinitely many prime ideals P of M, unramified over Q, not 
dividing 2, such that the prime P' of K(?b) below P is of absolute degree 1 and 
such that the Frobenius map Fp for M/K(Db) is f. 
For P as above, the restriction FpIH = ftH = 9 is the Frobenius map for 
Q = P r OK with respect to H/K, so that Q E W. Since P' is of absolute 
degree 1, and unramified over Q, we must have that the same is true for Q and 
that the rational prime q below Q is congruent o 1 modulo b. So Q = P r) OK 
E P(W, b) and we can choose P so as to avoid the finitely many exceptions and 
such that Q does not divide y. But then Q splits completely in L, as we already 
showed. 
Therefore ftL = FPIL = id; that is, f E Gal(M/L). This proves that 5G c 
Gal(M/L), hence E c Gal(M/L) and G c Gal(M/L), which implies that 
L C H('b) as wanted. 
Theorem 1 is an easy consequence of Proposition 4 and of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA. Let 8 E E \{ 1}. If 8 = j3c with f3 K, then cl+(8). 
Proof Write 4 = 4(8). Let v E K be such that 8 = v". Let d = (c, 4) and 
x, y E Z such that xc + y4 = d. Then 8 = (PXfY)[c "], where [c, 4] is the least 
common multiple of c and 4. By definition of 4 we conclude that [c, 0] < 4; 
hence cIo. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 8 - ,() with i E K. Given Q E P(W, b) there 
exists an integer n such that a(JL) n mod Q (since Q is of first degree). By (5) 
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we have s (Q) = u(,u)+(6)- n (6)mod Q. Hence sr(Q) =n" 6)mod q. This im- 
plies that (0(8), b) divides rJ(Q), because biq - 1. Therefore (4(8), b) divides 
g in any case. 
By Proposition 3 we have that for all Q E P(W, b), there exists fP. E Z such 
that a(8) f3,9mod Q; hence (82) _ 9mod Q. Let c = (2g, b); since we are 
assuming P(W, b) nonempty, we have by Proposition 4(d) that a(8) = yg or 
U(8) = yg/2 if U(8) > 0 and that a(82) = y"C if c is odd and U(82) =yc/2 if c 
is even, for some y, y' e K. By the lemma above we conclude that: 
i) If b is odd then g = c divides (0(823), b) = (4(8), b). Therefore g = 
(4(8), b). 
ii) If b is even and a(8) is positive then g divides 2(4(8), b). Therefore 
g = (4(8), b) or g = 2(4(8), b). 
iii) In all cases c = (2g, b) divides 24(82) = 44(181); hence c = g(2, b/g) 
divides 4(4(181), b). 
This ends the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. A relation between the ideal class group and the group of units of K 
In this section we shall obtain annihilators of subgroups of the ideal class 
group A of K. These annihilators are related to the structure of the quotient 
group E/C. 
Let p be a prime; we begin by obtaining annihilators of certain ideal classes 
in the p-Sylow subgroup (A)p of A. 
Given 8 e C, ' e A and b a positive integer, we conclude from (4) that for 
all Q E P(?, b) there exists an ideal class DQ E A such that 
(6) D~b7 a 1(f>(Q - 1, 
where the integers r,(Q) are as in Proposition 2 and satisfy (5). 
PROPOSITION5. Let 8 E C and let pn be an exponent of (A)p. If W e (A)p, 
Q E p(W, pn) and if r, = r.,(Q), a e A, are integers that satisfy sr? - 
a(8)mod Q, where s = SQ is a primitive root modulo q (the rational prime below 
Q), then X =Q = rEa A (Q)'-1 annihilates W (i.e. WX = 1). 
Proof Note that the integers ra are uniquely determined modulo pn, 
because pnlIq - 1. Since also pn = 1, we have that (6) holds, with b = pn. 
Since all conjugates of W belong to (A)p we conclude that DQP e (A)P; hence 
DQ E (A)P and D = 1. Therefore WA = 1 (again by (6)). This ends the proof 
of the proposition. 
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Proposition 5 gives a nonempty set of annihilators of We (A)p whenever 
P(W, pf) is nonempty. If p + [K: Q] or if K c Q(2p,) for some positive integer 
r, this condition is satisfied (by Proposition 4, (b) and (c)). 
We have been working with arbitrary circular units &. The congruences 
sr" a(8)mod Q of Proposition 5, suggest that certain 8, "well-behaved" with 
respect to conjugation, must be specially considered in order to get a workable 
set of exponents r,. The aim is to obtain efficient annihilators of (A)p. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let pf be an exponent of (A)P. Suppose that 8 c C is such 
that for all a e A there exists an integer ce,, non-divisible by p, such that 
(7) a(8) 8camod EP' 
Let W e (A)p be such that P(W, pf) is nonempty and denote the element 
Ea . Ac,,a 1 e Z[ A] by a; then: 
i) If p is odd, (4(8), pf)w annihilates A. 
ii) If p = 2, 2(40(181),2 n) w annihilates W. 
Proof Let Q E p(W, pn) and let q, s, ra = ra(Q), a e A, be as in Proposi- 
tion 5. We know, by that proposition, that X. = Ea ra(Q)a1 annihilates W. 
Let d = d(Q) be a positive integer such that 8 sdmod Q (recall that Q is of 
first degree). Given a E A we have 
ra = a(8) = Sc=,p_ sdCo+P tmodQ 
for some ca E E and a positive integer t such that - stmod Q. Therefore 
= sdCa+P=S mod q. Since pfIq - 1, this congruence implies that 
(8) rJQ) d(Q)camod pn for all a E A; 
therefore XQ d(Q).uE&CFa'-mod pn. 
Since pfn and the XQ, Q e P(W, pn), annihilate W, we must have that 
go F,' -ca1- annihilates WX, where go is the greatest common divisor of pn and 
of all the d(Q) such that Q E p(W, pn). Given a e A, since the ca, are prime to 
p, we have, by (8), that go is also the greatest common divisor of pn and of the 
r,(Q) such that Q E P(, pln); that is go = g(8, W, pn, a). Affirmation (i) is now 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, and so is affirmation (ii) when we 
observe that for p = 2, 181 satisfies (7) when 8 does. 
Proposition 6 shows the convenience of searching for units 8 e C, satisfying 
(7) and such that (p( 18 1), pn) is minimal; we are going to obtain an upper bound 
for this minimal value. 
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We denote by W the quotient group E/C and by (W)p its p-Sylow 
subgroup. Let ca, a E A, be integers non-divisible by p and 
S = {E E E: a(E) = Ecmod EP for all a E A). 
It is a subgroup of E. If pk is an exponent of (W)p, then S/S n EPC is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of (W)p, because (W)p =W/WPk E/EPC. Let pa 
be the exact exponent of this subgroup and pb the least of the numbers 
(4(IEI), pf) such that E E S. Then, there exists 8 E C n S such that (4(IS1), pf) 
divides pa+b. In fact, let E E S be such that (((IEI), pf) = pb. Since .Pa E S n 
E PkC, there exists t non-divisible yp such that 3 = sPat E S n C, and we have 
that 0(181) = patP( IEI). The following proposition shows an important case in 
which pb = 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that p + [K: Q]. Let pk be an exponent of 
(W)p, X: A Zx 
' a non-trivial p-adic-valued Dirichlet character, ex 
= 
p 
(1/l~I)~2~EAX(aX)(V E Zp[?1] the corresponding idempotent and pa the exact 
exponent of the X-component ex(W)p of (W)p. Then there exists 8 E C such 
that pa+l + 4(3) and such that 
(9) a8) _ x(() mod EPk, for all a E A. 
Proof The affirmation is trivial if k = 0; assume k > 1. Since (W)p 
E/EPC (canonical isomorphism of Zp[A]-modules) we have 
ex(W)p = ex(E/EPkC) - i r r 
ex(EPkC/E Pk)I 
so the elements q E E such that 'qCEc ex(W)p are the same as the elements 
7q E E such that 7qEPk E ex(E/EPk ). Therefore, for such elements q, we have 
,pa Ec C, for some c prime to p, and 
(q) _ 71X(O)mod EPk 
We affirm that there exists some q as above such that q 0 EP. In fact, 
otherwise we would have 
ex(E/E Pk) c EP/EPk =(E/E Pk)p, 
which implies that 
ex(E/Ep) c ex(E/E .) C ex(E/EP) = 1. 
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That is, ex(E/EPk) = 1. Then, since for j ? k 
( E/EPj e(E/EPj) 
ex( E/Epk) ~ eX I (E/EPj) Pk eCE/EP) )Pk 
we must have that ex(E/EP') = 1 for all j > 1. 
Let E be the inverse limit lim (E/E P). For the above equality ex( E) = 1. 
We affirm that there is a unit E E E such that the subgroup {E&: X E Zp[A I 
of E has a finite index in this group. It is a consequence of the following: 
LEMMA. There exists E E E such that the subgroup { EX: X E Z[[A]} has a 
finite index in E. 
Proof (similar to the existence of a normal basis for normal extensions of 
infinite fields; see [3, Chap. V, ?10, Theorems 4 and 5]). Clearly it is enough to 
show that 
det In I iGj (E)|] ~,-<r 0 
for some E e E, where A = {a0 = id, a1, . . ., ar, r = JAl - 1. Consider the 
polynomial 
A(Xl. 1 Xr) = det[XP(i, j)I< i, j<r' 
where the integers p(i, j), 0 < p(i, j) < r, are defined by aiaj = Up(ioj) and 
X0 = - Xi1 - - - Xr. Since f(,. .., ) 1I= ? IA111-2 = 0 we have that f # 0. 
Let El . Er be a fundamental system of units of K. If we had 
f(ln al(e) I, *. ,n (aJ(E) |) = 0 
for all E E=Y ... O{r, with yi E Z, then the polynomial 
r r\ 
g(Yl,... Yr) = f Y. Injal(E j) I Y},j.. E Inj ar(Ej) I Yj) 
j=l j=l 
would be identically zero (since g(y1,..., yj) = 0 for all (y1) E Zr); but this is 
impossible because f i 0 and the matrix [ln I ai(Ej) I] i, j < r is invertible. This 
ends the proof of the lemma. 
Now, for E as above, consider the function X ~-4 E' from Zp[?A] to E. From 
what we have shown, its kernel is the ideal of Zp[?A] generated by ex. (Xo the 
trivial character). Since this kernel contains ex we must have X = Xo, a 
contradiction. 
Therefore there exists some q Ee E as claimed. Let c be prime to p, such 
that 8 = 7qPac E C; then 8 satisfies the conditions of the proposition. Note that 
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pa+l + 0(8) since p + 4(q) and the conditions on X force p to be odd (the only 
roots of unity in Z2 are + 1, p + IA I and X is non-trivial). 
From Propositions 4, 6 and 7 we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime such that p [K:Q], X: A -, Z be a 
non-trivial p-adic valued Dirichlet character, ex E Zp[A] the corresponding 
idempotent. If pa is the exact exponent of ex(W)P, then pa annihilates ex(A)P. 
Proof As in Proposition 7, the conditions on X force p to be odd. Let pn be 
an exponent of both (A)p and (W)p. For each a E A let ca be a rational integer 
such that ca -X(a)mod pf. From Proposition 7 we know that there exists 
8 E C such that pa+l + p(8) and such that a(8) _ =a 8 mod E for all 
a E= A. 
Let We (A)p; Proposition 4(b) guarantees that P(W, pf) is nonempty. 
Therefore, by Proposition 6, we have that (0(8), p')Fe Acuo-1 annihilates W. 
(0(8) P,) P a a+1 But (+(8),pn)Ipa (since p+ (8)) and ha ,(=a- 1 Ac, I ex mod p'. Since 
pn = 1 and p + 11A we conclude that paex annihilates le. This proves that pa 
annihilates ex(A)P. 
COROLLARY. Let p be an odd prime. If K c Q(?p) n R, then every annihi- 
lator (in Z[A]) of (W)p also annihilates (A)p. 
Proof Let E2AObE a c= Z[A] be an annihilator of (W)p. Let X be a non- 
trivial p-adic-valued Dirichlet character of A?. Since (La E AbUU )ex = 
EUa e bUX(a)ex, we have that EabaX(a) annihilates ex(W)P. Let pa(x) be the 
exact exponent of this group; then 
(10) E baX(a) O modpa(X). 
aelV 
Since K _ Q(gp), we have that Exex = 1, where X runs over all p-adic- 
valued Dirichlet characters of A. Therefore 
E baa = E baa L ex = E E bx(a )e . 
a A acA X X a eA 
By (10) and by Theorem 2, YeAbUbX(a)ex annihilates (A)p for all X; 
therefore Ea E Abaa also does. This ends the proof of the corollary. 
4. Annihilators of ideal classes of order prime to [K: Q] 
This section is an adaptation of L. Washington's notes. Here we give an 
exposition of K. Rubin's idea of using higher dimensional characters to extend 
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the results above (Theorem 2). The result we want to prove is the following: 
THEOREM 3. With the notation above, suppose that p + [K: Q] and that 
0 E Z[A] annihilates (W)p; then 20 annihilates (A)p. 
We need some preparation before proving this theorem. To simplify nota- 
tion, we identify, several times in what follows, elements of a given abelian group 
with its class modulo a subgroup. 
Suppose that p + [K: Q] and let pf > 4 be an exponent of both (A)p and 
(W) P. Let W E (A) P. By Proposition 4(b) we know that P(W, pf) is nonempty. 
For each Q E P(W, pf) choose a primitive root s modulo q (the rational 
prime below Q) and define a function 
pn z cPQ.C/CflE- n[Li] by 
(pq: CI E r~ avel, 
PnZ 
as/ 
where the ra = ra(Q) are integers (uniquely determined modulo pf) such that 
sr _ a(8)mod Q. It is easy to check that the (pQ are well-defined homomor- 
phisms of Zp[A]-modules. Also, by Proposition 5, we have that 09v(') = 1 for all 
8 E C/C n E~ 
Since p + IA11, we may decompose (via Maschke's theorem) 
Fp[A] = $ epFp[A], 
p 
where p runs through the irreducible (over Fp) characters of A with values in Fp. 
There is a corresponding decomposition (see [4], Theorem 6.8) 
zP[A] = $D epZP[A] 
p 
(by abuse of notation we use ep to denote both the p-adic and Fp idempotent). 
Let p be any non-trivial irreducible character of A with values in Fp; since 
the PQ are Zp[A]-module homomorphisms, we have the restriction 
z 
spa: ep(C/C n EP) ep n [Al 
Let pa = pap be the exact exponent of ep(W)p. There exists 8 E ep(C/C n 
E Pn) such that pall + 1 (181). The proof of Proposition 7 works as well in this 
general situation. Observe that if p = 2 then (with the notation of that proof) 
7 E2 and also - 7 q E2; otherwise we would have for some e E E that 
nE=2n = (- E2n)ep = (C2E2n)ep 
which implies that q E E2, a contradiction. Here we used the fact that (1)p 
= 1, when p is irreducible, non-trivial nd p = 2. 
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For such 8, it follows from Theorem 1 that g(8, , pf, id) divides 2pa. 
Hence, there exists QE E P(le, pf) such that 
9Pg(8) # Omod pa+l, if p is odd and 
9q(8) # Omod2a+2, if p = 2. 
For Q as above let a' be minimal such that 9qP(8) # 0 mod pa'+1, so that 
a' ? a if p is odd and a' < a + 1 if p = 2. Then p-a' pQ(8) is non-zero in 
epFp[A]. Since this is irreducible, any non-zero element generates it as an 
Fp~[A]-module, so that 
p-at P(8)Fp [A] = epFp[Ai]. 
Now, Z/p'Z is a local ring with maximal ideal pZ/pnZ and residue field 
Fp. The Z/pZ-module ep(Z/p(Z)[A] has the elements p-a'q(8)a, EJ A, 
whose images in epFp[A] form, by the above equality, a basis of this F -vector 
space. Hence, by an application of Nakayama's lemma (see [2], Proposition 2.8) 
we have that these elements generate eP(Z/pnZ)[?i]; that is 
z z 
p-app(8) _ [A] = ep n [Al. p nZ ~ pnZ 
This implies that 
z z 
Image((PP) D pep pnZ [A] 2 p nZ 
Therefore we have that 2paep annihilates W. Since WE e (A)p is arbitrary, we 
have proved that 2paPep annihilates (A)p (of course we may now allow p = trivial 
character). 
We can now prove Theorem 3. Let 0 E Zp[A] be an annihilator of (W)p; 
then for any character p as above, we have that Oep annihilates ep(W)p. Let pb 
be the maximal power of p dividing Sep. As above, we find that Oep(Z/pnZ)[ A] 
= pbeP(Z/pnZ)[A]. In particular there exists 0' such that 0epO' = pbep. There- 
fore pb annihilates ep(W)p, so that b ? ap. This proves that pap 1Iep; hence 20ep 
annihilates (A)p. Finally, since 20 is the sum, over the irreducible p, of 20ep we 
have that 20 annihilates (A)p. 
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